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Saves Time and Drives Focus
Reducing the frequency of in-office work avoids long 
commutes and office distractions. In addition, the time 
savings allow more investment in education and train-
ing, further enhancing efficiency. The shift from fewer 
in-person conferences to video conferencing also frees 
more time as there is no need for travel and allows  
work to continue should the attendees be late. 

Hybrid work offers employees the flexibility to choose 
what days they work from home or commute to the 
office, providing opportunities to work in the most  
effective ways. Choosing to work at the time of day 
when employees experience the highest energy and 
focus is a critical driver of productivity. 

Happier, Less Stressed Employees Work Better 
Flexible hours and location offered by the hybrid  
model result in an overall reduction in stress levels,  
helping to diminish potential burnout and fatigue.  
Further, many employees find the hybrid environment 
more relaxing and the workplace less pressurized.

The hybrid work model enables employees to integrate 
work and life, resulting in an improved work-life balance. 
Many employees experience greater satisfaction as a 
result – and satisfied employees have a greater sense  
of dedication and are more likely to work diligently, 
boosting retention and increasing profitability.  

 

The hybrid work model has revolutionized the work world. Both employers and  
employees can benefit from an engaging and highly productive hybrid work  
environment. A key to making this type of work model succeed is to leverage  
the advantages of both at-home and in-office work. A balance between working  
remotely and in-office collaboration is essential for productivity, employee  
mental health, and an improved office environment.   

HYBRID ADVANTAGES
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NOTICE TO USERS 
The information contained in this document is intended solely to provide general guidance on matters of interest for the personal use of the reader,  
who accepts full responsibility for its use. The information in this document is provided with the understanding that the authors and publishers are not herein  
engaged in rendering legal, accounting, tax, or other professional advice or services. As such it should not be used as a substitute for consultation with your 
Schwartz Levitsky Feldman S.E.N.C.R.L./s.r.l./LLP adviser.

At SLF, we’re here to help.  
For more information contact your SLF Advisor. 
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In-Office Advantages Building Relationships 
Humans are social. Remote work has many advantag-
es, but it can’t replace the connection cultivated with 
in-person relationships and interactions, regardless of 
how sophisticated modern technology is.  

In-office work builds interpersonal relationships and a 
shared sense of purpose, promoting balanced mental 
health by reducing loneliness and isolation. In addition, 
it fosters employee engagement and supports connec-
tion to the organization’s culture. Newer employees  
also can benefit from the ongoing learning that only 
working beside seasoned workers and specialists  
can offer. Nothing can substitute the benefits of  
human contact.

More Effective Training and Collaboration
Remote-only work can also stifle collaboration. Working 
on a team is more challenging when everyone isn’t  
together in the same room, not to mention unstable  
Wi-Fi, different work schedules, or even time zones. 

While eLearning can be cost-effective and convenient, 
in-person interactions with peers and instructors  
creates a positive learning atmosphere, promoting  
greater focus, engagement, and motivation – all vital  
to the learning process. It also offers opportunities  
to problem-solve with peers, thus forging stronger  
relationships and contributing to a vibrant and  
united team. 

As we can see there are many advantages and some  
challenges to the hybrid work strategy. Remote work can  
lead to higher productivity and more engaged and satisfied 
employees.The hybrid model can be incredibly effective  
when used strategically but it can also lead to a false sense  
of security when it comes to mental health and developing 
bad habits. 

Finding the right balance between the advantages and  
challenges of hybrid work is key to success. Is a 4-day  
workweek the solution to finding the perfect balance  
between work and life? Perhaps - only time will tell.

IN-OFFICE BENEFITS

IS HYBRID WORK THE RIGHT FIT  
FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

Supporting the Economy
Full-time remote working can cause significant financial  
strain on real estate and potentially impact the office space  
market. Maintaining some in-office work in this hybrid work  
world supports the economy, mitigating the impact on other 
sectors, such as commercial construction and businesses that 
support office workers, such as restaurants, cafes, and bars. 
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